
Augmenting Cough via Home Ventilators in Subjects With
Neuromuscular Disease: Simple, Effective, and Clever

Providing noninvasive ventilation in subjects with
weak respiratory muscles underlies the availability of
effective noninvasive airway clearance techniques dur-
ing respiratory tract infections. The study by Del Amo
Castrillo et al1 in this issue of the Journal confirms the
relevance of the principle that associates noninvasive
techniques of home mechanical ventilation and cough
augmentation in subjects affected by neuromuscular dis-
orders. This strategy is not new; Bach2 and Bach et al3

were pioneers in support of the idea that the 2 techniques
belong together.

Available techniques of airway clearance offer variable
cost-effectiveness ratios. I am convinced that the invest-
ment in expensive techniques must be justified clinically.
In a bid to reduce the number and cost of respiratory
devices at home, a group of experts found that devices for
cough assistance are not essential to augment cough in
every subject.4 A recent expert meeting report on airway
clearance techniques in neuromuscular disorders high-
lighted that the unequivocal need for such devices should
be restricted to subjects who are weaker.

Cough efficiency in adult subjects depends on the ca-
pacity to produce peak expiratory flows during cough,
which are � 180 L/min during respiratory tract infections.
However, this limit of effectiveness is based on expertise
rather than on evidence.5 Fortunately, increasing the in-
spiratory capacity alone, before coughing, is a smart and
inexpensive way to augment cough in subjects with mus-
cular disorders. This can be achieved by either a manual
resuscitator or a volume ventilator. In a variety of ways,
the study conducted by Del Amo Castrillo et al1 contrib-
utes to our knowledge regarding the optimal way to in-
crease the inspiratory capacity and, therefore, to improve
the coughing capacity of subjects with neuromuscular dis-
orders.

Two strategies that aim at augmenting the inspiratory
capacity by using a volume ventilator were compared:

breath-stacking versus volumetric cough mode. Breath-
stacking consisted of the inhalation of multiple and con-
secutive insufflations without exhaling. In this strategy,
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the control of glottal closure was essential. During volu-
metric cough mode, the subjects intermittently inhaled a
single volume of air that was greater than the baseline tidal
volume set on the ventilator. Glottal competency, there-
fore, was not essential. Cough effectiveness that resulted
from the 2 strategies was measured by the cough peak
flows and rated by the subjects via a score of tolerance,
including the comfort and effectiveness of coughing.

In general, the authors concluded that neither strategy
was superior and that both methods deserve to be evalu-
ated to identify the best method for each subject. Data
analysis indicated that all the enrolled subjects were able
to improve their cough capacity with at least one tech-
nique.1 Even if the interpretation of the data requires a
word of caution due to the small number of participants
included in the study and the potential air leaks during the
trials, the results indicated that the volumetric cough mode
was the first choice to augment cough under the following
conditions:

• When subjects do not improve their spontaneous cough
peak flow with breath-stacking

• When the spontaneous cough peak flow is � 180 L/min

• When bulbar function is impaired

This means that, when subjects with neuromuscular dis-
order are not able to breath-stack or when they have an
ineffective cough due to low cough peak flow or bulbar
impairment, the single-cycle insufflation via a volume ven-
tilator is a priori the best strategy to improve cough. This
is valuable information for clinicians.

During the volumetric cough mode trials, 100% of sub-
jects were able to inhale a greater volume than the tidal
volume set on the ventilator. In addition, 80% of the sub-
jects inhaled at least twice this tidal volume.1 In the breath-
stacking mode, 85% of the individuals were able to stack
multiple breaths and 25% were able to stack � 3 cycles
from the ventilator. The subjects performed a median of
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2 breaths stacked, which is in line with a previous study
that reported a mean of 1.8 and 2.6 breaths before cough-
ing by using either a resuscitator bag or a ventilator, re-
spectively.6 This is relevant information for clinicians to
tailor the appropriate number of stacked inspiratory cycles
before coughing.

I found it interesting that the authors asked subjects to
score their breathing comfort and effectiveness with the
2 strategies. Despite volumes and flows often being lower
after multiple insufflations compared with a single insuf-
flation, the subjects did not score the latter more favorably.
It was originally hypothesized that volumetric cough mode
might be better tolerated than breath-stacking. However, this
hypothesis was not confirmed. Higher insufflations and flows
did not result in higher subject satisfaction, which indicates
that the ideal strategy must be discussed with subjects to find
a compromise between objective and subjective findings.
Again, our study supports the need for individualization of
respiratory techniques.6 Relevant trends can be available for
groups of subjects, but there is still a need to tailor the tech-
nique to every individual.

The present study1 also confirms several important find-
ings of previous reports.4,5 First, pressure-cycled ventila-
tors are not suitable for breath-stacking. Multiple stacked
breaths are impossible to achieve when inspiratory cycles
are pressure limited. By definition, stacking successive
insufflations in the lungs implies the possibility to reach
higher pressures than those set on the device. Volume-
cycled breaths offer this possibility. This is the reason why
the authors selected the volume mode of ventilation to
augment cough.

Second, the findings of Del Amo Castrillo et al1 confirm
the positive relationship between the inspiratory volume
and the peak expiratory flow during cough. This relation-
ship is illustrated in Figure 1. Forced expiratory flow that
results from an augmented insufflation was higher than the
flow obtained from a spontaneous breath. The higher in-
spiratory volume before coughing yields the highest peak
flow during cough maneuvers.

Caution regarding the measurement of the inspiratory
capacity is needed. First, the delivered tidal volume
does not always compare with the volume set on the
device, even during volume control mode.7 For this rea-
son, it is unclear whether subjects received the tidal
volume set on the ventilator. Second, significant leak-
age via the mouth is highly likely to occur after discon-
nection from the ventilator. For that reason, the calcu-
lated delivered inspiratory capacity may not reflect the
actual inspiratory capacity that the subjects were able to
inhale. I agree with the authors that the inspiratory ca-
pacity may have been overestimated in some cases. I
wonder why the authors did not report the expiratory
volume during cough because they measured the expi-
ratory flow. Reporting actual exhaled volumes would
give valuable information regarding the percentage of
leaks by comparing the actual exhaled and the calcu-
lated (delivered) inspiratory capacity.

Finally, this study is a reminder of the need for strong
indicators of effective cough.1 Expiratory cough flows
� 270 L/min were achieved by only 15% of the subjects
after breath-stacking, whereas 80% judged their cough
as effective (score � 5/10).1 This highlights that the
limit of effective cough generally admitted at a cough
peak flow � 270 L/min is probably overestimated. Stud-
ies that aim at differentiating those subjects able to
cough from those subjects unable to cough are still nec-
essary. In 2006, the French Authorities for Health sug-
gested that the 270 L/min threshold value for effective
cough should be reduced to an estimated 180 L/min.8 In
summary, augmenting the insufflation capacity via a
volume ventilator is a simple, effective, and clever way
to augment cough in subjects with neuromuscular dis-
orders.
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Fig. 1. Increasing inspiratory volume increases peak expiratory
flow during cough. TLC � total lung capacity, RV � residual
volume.
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